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An Optimal and Adaptive Design of
the Feedforward Motion Controller
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Abstract—The zero phase error tracking controller (ZPETC) in
motion control, as proposed by Tomizukaet al., renders the desir-
able zero phase error, but with a limited gain response. Moreover,
a ZPETC, which is basically in a feedforward control structure,
is very sensitive to modeling error. To improve the tracking
accuracy of the ZPETC, this paper presents an optimal ZPETC
design with a concise polynomial digital prefilter (DPF). The
parameters of this well-designed DPF are obtained through the
derived L2-norm optimization. By cascading the developed DPF
to the ZPETC, the resultant optimal ZPETC greatly improves
the bandwidth of the tracking control systems while maintaining
the zero phase error. Compared with other optimal approaches,
the present design leads to much simpler procedures and fewer
computations. Furthermore, the proposed optimal ZPETC can
be adequately implemented as an adaptive ZPETC by including
real-time estimation technique to cope with the external load
perturbation and parameter variation. Compared with the other
adaptive approaches, the optimal concept is used in the present
adaptive ZPETC, and it also renders more accurate results
because of its improved magnitude response. Experimental results
on a dc servo table with different controllers indicate that when
there is no loading, the present optimal ZPETC achieves the best
tracking performance. Moreover, the adaptive ZPETC achieves
the most satisfactory results when an external load is applied.

Index Terms—Adaptive control, feedforward control, motion
control, optimal control.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE zero phase error tracking controller (ZPETC)
feedforward controller design method was proposed

by Tomizuka [1] to improve tracking accuracy in motion
control. Basically, the design of the ZPETC controller directly
cancels the stable poles and well-damped zeros in the position
feedback loop and compensates for the unstable and lightly
damped zeros to achieve both the zero phase error and a
unity dc gain frequency response. However, the tracking
accuracy of the controller design with zero phase error only
is limited and a sufficient bandwidth in gain responses is
desirable. Moreover, since the ZPETC design is obtained via
the pole–zero cancellation based on the system model, any
external load perturbation or parameters varying in the position
feedback loop may seriously degrade control performance, and
an adaptive ZPETC is, thus, crucial in real applications.

Recently, several optimal ZPETC [7]–[10], modified
ZPETC [11]–[17], and ZPETC designs based on new modeling
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[18], [19] design methods have been proposed. However, in
addition to the improved control performance, those newly
developed methods involve either less compensation for
all undesired zeros or heavy computations. Moreover, due
to the influence of external load perturbation and varying
parameters in real applications, performance of feedforward
controllers in motion control systems is, thus, degraded.
Some suitable feedback loop control algorithms [5], [6] and
adaptive ZPETC [2]–[4] have been proposed to improve
the degraded tracking performance. In order to gain good
frequency responses for tracking control systems and reduce
the calculation time for controllers, a DPF in a concise
structure to maintain the control system with zero phase error
and achieve a significantly improved bandwidth in the gain
frequency response is proposed in this paper. The parameters
of the digital prefilter (DPF) are obtained with the -norm
optimization in the frequency domain, and this leads to the
proposed optimal ZPETC. The detailed derivation is also
provided in the Appendix.

In this paper, because the proposed optimal ZPETC is con-
structed with a simple-structured DPF, it can be implemented
more efficiently in real time with the constant covariance trace
recursive least-square (RLS) parameter estimation algorithm
[20]. The proposed adaptive ZPETC has been successfully
applied to a dc servo motor tracking control system to achieve
real-time estimation and compensation when an external load
was applied.

This paper is organized as follows. The optimal ZPETC
feedforward controller is derived in Section II. The adaptive
ZPETC tracking control structure is discussed in Section III.
The implementation of the optimal and adaptive ZPETC on
a dc servo motor is described in Sections IV and V, and
conclusions are given in Section VI.

The following notations are used throughout this paper:

set of real numbers;
set of complex numbers;
real coefficient polynomial function;
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Fig. 1. 2-DOF tracking control system.

II. OPTIMAL ZPETC DESIGN

The general two-degrees-of-freedom (2-DOF) controller de-
sign for a tracking control system is shown in Fig. 1. The
unstable and lightly damped zeros in the position feedback
loop are called the unacceptable zeros; the stable and well-
damped zeros in the position feedback loop are called the
acceptable zeros. The feedforward controller is denoted as

and the position feedback loop transfer function
is represented as

(1)

where

polynomials with acceptable zeros

polynomials with unacceptable zeros

and

A. DPF Design

The ZPETC was originally designed to achieve zero phase
error with a unity dc gain [1]. In order to improve the
frequency response of the tracking control system as shown
in Fig. 1, a feedforward controller designed with a
DPF was proposed by Xia and Menq [9] and Menq and Chen
[13] as

(2)

Thus, the transfer function of the whole control system
becomes

(3)

Fig. 2. The adaptive ZPETC tracking control system.

Fig. 3. Hardware layout of the dc servo motor tracking control system.

where the tracking error caused by the polynomial
is expected to be further compensated for by the DPF

To compensate for the undesirable polynomial
the concerns of magnitude and phase responses of

the DPF can be designed separately as

(4)

where the first part of the DPF achieves a
desirable magnitude response, and the second part of the
DPF compensates for the phase error to achieve
zero phase error. As proposed by Tomizuka [1], the DPF

can be directly obtained from the ZPETC design
method as

(5)

In order to further improve the gain response and maintain the
zero phase error property in the ZPETC control system, the
DPF must also be designed with a zero phase
shift response. Accordingly, the polynomial functions in the set

with zero phase shift frequency response [7], [16],
[21] are proposed here for the DPF as

(6)

where is the order of DPF and is the number
of unacceptable zeros in the position feedback loop.
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By substituting (5) and (6) into (4), the DOF
is obtained as

(7)

Moreover, by substituting (7) into (3), the control system
transfer function becomes

(8)

or equivalently represented as

(9)

where is the coefficient of the polynomial
corresponding to the order

In order to maintain the unity dc gain response, the constraint
of is required for the DPF design.
If the condition and the constraint
are satisfied, the feedforward controller according
to (7) and (2) is

(10)

which is the same as the original ZPETC design [1].

B. Norm Optimization for the DPF

Define the error function as

or

For the DPF its parameters
can be obtained by minimizing the norm

of the error function in the frequency domain as

(11)

where and is the sampling period. To emphasize
the dominant component of signals, a general weighting func-
tion can be included in (11). The constraint of unity dc
gain can be denoted as

(12)

In order to obtain the -norm optimal solution for the
polynomial parameters, the Lagrange
method is employed here and its detailed derivations are
described in the Appendix. The optimal parameter vector
of the DPF is obtained as

(13)

where definitions are given at the bottom of the page. Thus,
the optimal ZPETC feedforward controller is obtained as

(14)

Although the present optimal parameters solved by (13)
is similar to the results proposed by Xia and Menq [9], the
present calculation of matrices from and
in (13) are greatly simplified. Note that the present matrix
requires only one addition of a cosine function, but Xia and
Menq’s approach requiresmultiplications of cosine functions
for each element. Therefore, the present optimal ZPETC can
be implemented more efficiently.

III. A DAPTIVE ZPETC DESIGN

Based on the proposed optimal ZPETC design, we will
extend it to the adaptive ZPETC when system parameter
variation exists or when external loading is applied in real
applications. Since the present DPF is in a very simple
structure, the derived optimal ZPETC can, thus, be directly
implemented as the adaptive ZPETC for the DC servo table
in real motion control.

As shown in Fig. 2, the adaptive ZPETC tracking control
system includes three parts as follows: the position feedback

...
...

...
. . .
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Fig. 4. The magnitude response of optimal ZPETC tracking control system compared with ZPETC tracking control system (——: optimal ZPETC; -
- - - -: ZPETC).

loop, the parameter estimation and the feedforward controller
with parameter adaptation. The position feedback loop is
usually combined with a proportional gain controller and
the controlled plant which includes the velocity loop of the
dc servo motor and the mechanical system. Since the velocity
loop for the dc servo motor with a lower order mathematical
model is more sensitive to the external load perturbation than
the position feedback loop, the velocity loop adaptive control
structure is, thus, used in this paper as shown in Fig. 2. The
general design conditions for the adaptive ZPETC tracking
control system are as follows.

1) The position feedback loop is internally stable [22]
during the adaptive processing.

2) The gain of the position controller is fixed.
3) The parameters of the velocity loop are slowly varied.
4) The gain of the mechanical system is fixed.

The control input signal and the velocity output signal
are used for the present parameter estimation. By applying
the adaptive ZPETC to motion control systems, the discrete
velocity loop can be on-line identified as

and the controlled plant is obtained as

(15)

where is the combined gain including the D/A gain, the
transmission gain, and the tachometer feedback gain.is
the sampling interval. The position loop transfer function is
obtained as

and the adaptive ZPETC is designed as

(16)

where is a one-step-delay operator and

and are the desired output and the reference input
of the optimal ZPETC, respectively. is solved by (13). Note
that, in implementation, is recognized as unacceptable
polynomial in (16) to avoid unstable pole–zero cancellation.

Considering the adaptive ZPETC design as in (16), the
present adaptive ZPETC does not cancel the zeros of the
position loop transfer function and the adaptive ZPETC is a
finite-impulse-response (FIR)-type controller. Moreover, the
position loop is internally stable by applying suitable position
controller design and the present on-line identification proce-
dure is a convergent algorithm [20]. Therefore, the proposed
adaptive ZPETC motion control system is BIBO stable.

Several recursive parameter estimation algorithms have
been discussed by Goodwinet al. [23] and S̈oderstr̈om et
al. [24]. In addition, improved RLS parameter estimation
algorithms have been proposed by Lozano-Leal [20], Malik
[25], and Sripadaet al. [26]. For the present dc servo
motor tracking control system, the constant trace covariance
matrix RLS parameter estimation algorithm with normalized
properties proposed by Lozano-Leal [20] is applied to
the proposed adaptive ZPETC because of its efficient
computations and acceptable estimation bias. Besides, the
consistency and uniqueness of the RLS parameter estimation
algorithm for closed-loop systems [27] should be considered
in this paper.
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Fig. 5. Experimental results of different feedrate command input under no-load conditions (——: optimal ZPETC; - - - - -: ZPETC,���������: command).

Fig. 6. Experimental results of sinusoidal command input under no-load conditions (——: optimal ZPETC; - - - - -: ZPETC;���������: command).

The estimated system is represented with an autoregressive
with exogenous input (ARX) mathematical model as

(17)

where

;

;
given;

one-step-delay operator;
, output and input signals, respectively;

white Gaussian noise;
, both coprime.

Rewrite (17) as the regressor form

(18)

where

Define the normalized regressor form as

(19)
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where

The RLS with the forgetting factor is derived as

(20)

where

(21)

and

(22)

Equations (20)–(22) are parameter estimation calculation equa-
tions. Equation (22) implies that the forgetting factor for the
constant trace of the covariance matrix prevents the
covariance matrix from blowing up and the estimations from
going to sleep. To guarantee the stability and convergence
during the estimation process, interested readers are referred
to [20] for a more detailed description.

IV. I MPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The hardware layout of the dc servo motor tracking control
system is shown in Fig. 3. The sampling period is chosen
as 1 ms. The PC-486 implements the main control structure
which includes generation of control signals, parameter calcu-
lation of the feedforward controller, and control of the position

feedback loop. The UT-80 DC servo driver with analog current
signal feedback includes a velocity loop, a current loop, and
a pulsewidth modulation (PWM) drive. The interface of the
PC-486 utilizes a PCL-818 card and an 8255 I/O card to
send and receive the control input and position output signals,
respectively. The payloadW is to simulate the cutting force
applied to theX–Y table.

In the present setup, four controllers were adopted to
conduct the experiments as follows:

1) is the the proportional gain position controller without
ZPETC;

2) ZPETC;
3) optimal ZPETC;
4) adaptive ZPETC is an RLS is applied to the optimal

ZPETC.

By system identification [24], the ARX mathematical model
for the present velocity servo loop is obtained as (23),
shown at the bottom of the page.

The proportional gain position controller which makes
the position feedback loop internally stable is chosen as

(24)

Thus, the position feedback loop system transfer function can
be directly derived as (25), shown at the bottom of the page.
The acceptable zeros in here are determined simply to
be less than 0.9, and the desired gain bandwidth is selected as

(125 Hz). As the order of the DPF is selected as
the optimal ZPETC controller is obtained by (14) as

(26)

Both the ZPETC and the present optimal ZPETC result in
zero phase error response. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 4,
the bandwidth of the closed loop with the optimal ZPETC
is significantly improved from 186 to 346 Hz. Although
the resultant optimal ZPETC is in a high-order model, the
present PC-486 is capable of handling the motion system with
sampling period of 1 ms.

Experiments under both no-load and loading conditions
were conducted with two motion commands as in the fol-
lowing.

(23)

(25)
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Fig. 7. Parameters estimations when adaptive ZPETC is applied (——: loading; -- - - -: no load).

1) Two-Constant Feedrate Command:The feedrate changes
from the first segment at a speed of 1.263 m/min with
20-mm length to the second segment at a speed of 0.3
m/min with 5-mm length.

2) Sinusoidal Command:A sinusoidal command was per-
formed with a 6.25-mm amplitude at a speed of 1.9635
m/min for 1.2 s.

For the two-constant feedrate command, as shown in Fig. 5,
the tracking error becomes significant when the command is
suddenly changed, and the optimal ZPETC results in better
responses because of its improved bandwidth, as shown in
Fig. 4. For the sinusoidal command, the tracking error for
these two controllers is about the same, as shown in Fig. 6.
Theoretically, the given sinusoidal command is in a low-
frequency range. Under such circumstances, the improvement
of the present optimal ZPETC becomes negligible.

Further, a 30-kg weight was applied to the mechanical
position table to induce more serious tracking error. As shown

in Fig. 7, most of the estimated parameters obtained by the
RLS algorithm indicate meaningful changes due to the loading
effect. The tracking accuracy of the optimal ZPETC and
adaptive ZPETC are compared under the loading. Results
show that the degraded tracking error of the optimal ZPETC
due to the loading is apparently reduced by applying the
adaptive ZPETC for both commands, as shown in Figs. 8 and
9, respectively.

V. DISCUSSIONS

To illustrate the tracking accuracy corresponding to different
controllers, experimental results are listed in Tables I and II
and their normalized bar charts with respect to the results of the
P controller are plotted as shown in Figs. 10 and 11 for the two
commands, respectively. Both results show that the optimal
ZPETC achieves the least tracking error in both integral
absolute-error (IAE) and integral square-error (ISE) indexes
when there is no load applied. Compared to the optimal
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Fig. 8. Experimental results of different feedrate command input under loading conditions (——: adaptive ZPETC;- - - - -: optimal ZPETC;���������: command).

Fig. 9. Experimental results of sinusoidal command input under loading conditions (——: adaptive ZPETC;- - - - -: optimal ZPETC;���������: command).

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND MEASURES OFTRACKING CONTROL SYSTEM UNDER THE TWO-CONSTANT FEEDRATE COMMAND

ZPETC, the estimation error of the adaptive ZPETC, which
is applied to the system without loading, unavoidably results
in degraded tracking performance. However, when the external
load is applied, the adaptive ZPETC apparently achieves the
least tracking error because of its parameter estimation and

adaptive compensation capabilities, as shown in both Figs. 10
and 11.

All provided results indicate that the proposed optimal and
adaptive ZPETC design methods have significantly improved
the ZPETC in real applications. Experimental results for
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TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND MEASURES OFTRACKING CONTROL SYSTEM UNDER THE SINUSOIDAL COMMAND

TABLE III
OPTIMAL PARAMETER VECTOR OF THE DIGITAL PREFILTER

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Results of the two-constant feedrate command. (a) IAE performance
index. (b) ISE performance index.

all the conventional ZPETC, the optimal ZPETC and the
adaptive ZPETC under both no-load and loading conditions
are summarized as follows.

1) The commands with sudden changes imply that signals
with high-frequency components are included. As listed
in Table III, only one parameter is equivalent to 0.5
in the conventional ZPETC, while four parameters are
obtained in the optimal ZPETC. Therefore, in the present

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Results of the sinusoidal command. (a) IAE performance index. (b)
ISE performance index.

optimal ZPETC control design, its bandwidth is higher
than that of the conventional ZPETC. Under the two-
constant feedrate command, Figs. 5 and 6 show that
the difference between the conventional ZPETC and the
optimal ZPETC is significant only at the initial stage and
the sudden changed velocity. In other words, under the
sinusoidal command, the smooth signals, which are in
the low-frequency range, lead to negligible improvement
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 12. The optimal parameters of the digital prefilterDPFM (z�1) when adaptive ZPETC is applied. (a), (b) For two-constant feedrate command.
(c), (d) For sinusoidal command (——: loading;- - - - -: no load).

of the present optimal ZPETC, as shown in Figs. 5 and
6. In general, the optimal ZPETC performs better than
the conventional ZPETC, as shown in Figs. 10 and 11.

2) In the present adaptive ZPETC with the RLS algorithm,
a fourth-order model was used for efficient compu-
tations. Note that a more accurate sixth-order model
with less modeling errors was used in the conventional
ZPETC and the optimal ZPETC. Therefore, under the
no-load conditions, the modeling error for the adaptive
ZPETC is more significant in the high-frequency range
and, thus, its tracking error is even larger than that of the
other two ZPETC’s. However, as a 30-kg load is applied,
the other two ZPETC’s are sensitive to disturbance,
but the adaptive ZPETC still maintains similar motion
accuracy, as shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The optimal
parameter vector of the DPF is shown in
Fig. 12. Results indicate that the obtainedare changed
according to the estimated parameters of the system.

VI. CONCLUSION

To improve tracking accuracy in motion control, various
enhanced ZPETC’s have been developed recently. In this
paper, by applying the Lagrange method to-norm optimiza-
tion, we obtain a concise polynomial DPF for the proposed
optimal ZPETC to significantly increase the bandwidth of the
magnitude response and maintain the zero phase error for
the tracking control system. Moreover, due to the efficient
computations of the proposed DPF, we further employ the
RLS algorithm to construct the adaptive ZPETC which is more
capable than the others when external loads are applied. Exper-
imental results on a dc servo table with different controllers

indicate that, when there is no loading, the present optimal
ZPETC achieves the best tracking performance. Moreover, the
adaptive ZPETC achieves the most satisfactory results when
an external load is applied.

The present optimal and adaptive ZPETC design approaches
provide efficient algorithms and achieve real-time implemen-
tation in practice. All experimental results have proven the
improved tracking accuracy and feasibility of the proposed
motion control design.

APPENDIX

The Lagrange function is defined as

(A1)

where is the Lagrange multiplier

(A2)

Since

(A3)

and

...
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...
...

. . .
...

(A4)

where

...
...

...

Therefore,

(A5)

and

...
(A6)

where

By substituting (A5) and (A6) into (A1), we obtain

(A7)

where

Let

(A8)

(A9)

By multiplying matrix to both sides of (A8), then

(A10)

From (A9),

(A11)

By substituting (A11) into (A10), we obtain the Lagrange
multiplier as

(A12)

Again, by substituting (A12) into (A8), the optimal parameters
of the DPF is obtained as

(A13)

where definitions are given at the bottom of the page.

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

. . .
...
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